
Larry Page, David Drummond and Eric Schmidt of Google Are
Spending Billions Of Dollars To Bribe The Patent Office To
Blockade Indie Inventors

- Why would they do this? Because Google stole most if it's
technology and fears lawsuits from the inventors Google ripped
off!

 

(EDITORIAL) What does exist is an "Eric-Schmidt-Does-Not-
Want-To-Pay-His-Bills" issue. Eric Schmidt, and his crony's, have
bribed vast numbers of Senators to talk up a "Patent Troll Crisis".
There is no such thing. Eric Schmidt, and his Silicon Valley crony
campaign funders like to steal ideas and products from
American inventors and then not say where they got their ideas
and not pay those inventors for their products.

Eric Schmidt, and his Silicon Valley frat house boys are the same
ones you see in the news everyday involved in massive
mysogyny, death-by-hookers, racism, escorts, good-ol-boy frat
house scandals. They all came from Ivy League frat houses, they



all only hire, or fund, good-ole-boys from the same group of frat
houses. Their upbringing via the frat-house culture and lifestyle
embeds an arrogance and superiority-complex in them that is
nearly beyond comprehension to most people.

Because they can buy their way out of any federal crime penalty,
and do, they believe they are untouchable. They are only smart
with money, They are not smart with solving problems and
creating innovation. They use the Indian workers for that and
then ship them back to India before they can make trouble
about ownership issues.

So they steal their ideas and "innovations" from others, make
billions off of the ideas of others, and then try to create "Patent
Troll" laws in order to blockade the actual creators of their
wealth from having any part in the upside. How long do Eric
Schmidt get to buy the White House, and Congress, and Internet
Neutrality policy and whatever else they want so they can have
more twisted control of our Country and it's (former) tradition of
innovation?
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IACB: Inventors Against Corporate Bullies -
Supporting Individual Inventors Rights ... Let's raise some hell
and make this big! Let's keep innovation Alive In America!..
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Corporate Bully Counter-Measures: What
YOU can do
IACB: Inventors Against Corporate Bullies ... In this section we
will discuss ideas and tactics that inventors have found to be
effective against corporate IP theft ...

projectxcase.com/corporate-bully-counter-measures/
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7 Ways to Fight Back Against
7 Ways to Fight Back Against Monsanto and Other Corporate
Bullies of the GMA
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Take On the Corporate Bullies | The
Progressive
Take On the Corporate Bullies Add new comment. Your name .
Comment * By submitting this form, you accept the Mollom
privacy policy. More. Subscribe; Featured Video ...
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Corporate Bullies - Forbes
We all know our fair share of corporate bullies-the managers
who abuse power, yell, harass and micromanage their way
through life. Usually their office ...

forbes.com/2009/01/23/power-bullies-managers-biz-pow...
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Beware of Business Bullies - Forbes.com
As we talk to potential sponsors in the business community, ...
we've launched an initiative called Boston vs. Bullies to help at
risk youth learn ways to ...

forbes.com/sites/paigearnoffenn/2012/07/13/beware-of...
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[Article] Bullying as Corporate Oppression -
Village Square 
... s why it has been argued by political scientists that humans ...
the theory becomes two-against-two or three-against ... Article
Bullying as Corporate Oppression;

nigeriavillagesquare.com/forum/articles-comments/75203-
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Save the Inventor - Current Patent
Legislation Threatens U.S ..
Add your name to the list of people who don't want patent laws
re-written to hurt inventors and send U.S. jobs overseas.
CONTACT CONGRESS. send a letter.

savetheinventor.com
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Save American Inventors | Congressman
Dana Rohrabacher
HR 3309 is being rammed through Congress at breakneck speed
because in reality it is a hienous attack on the rights of small
inventors. Multi-national corporations ...
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Inventing to Nowhere Documentary | Save
The Inventor
Inventing to Nowhere is a documentary taking a cautionary look
at the current state of American inventors & the U.S. Patent
System. Is innovation at risk?

savetheinventor.com/inventingtonowhere
More results
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Save The Inventor | Facebook
Save The Inventor. 67,134 likes · 851 talking about this. We are
innovators, patent owners and stakeholders who believe in the
importance of a strong...

facebook.com/SaveTheInventor
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Save The Inventor - Videos - Google+
Save The Inventor - We are innovators, patent owners and
stakeholders who believe in the importance of a strong patent
system to support a thriving innovation economy.

plus.google.com/+SaveTheInventor/videos
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Save The Inventor - FeedBurner
Save The Inventor Premieres Inventing To Nowhere at South by
Southwest 2015 to Sold Out Crowd ... Inventing to Nowhere: Is it
lights out for American innovation? ...
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Save The Inventor - YouTube
Save The Inventor: http://www.savetheinventor.com/ Don't let
Congress shut down American innovation. The patent system
should protect all inventors.

youtube.com/user/SaveTheInventor
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Save the Inventor - Galt's Gulch
Save the Inventor - Galt's Gulch . Hot; New; ... Visit
SavetheInventor.com and take action to help preserve U.S.
innovation and economic growth.Save the American ...

galtsgulchonline.com/posts/249ddef5/save-the-inventor
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Patent reform legislation will hurt the
American inventor .
Patent reform legislation will hurt the American inventor. By
Louis Foreman ... Attorney of jailed American in Cuba presses
Obama for action.

thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/technology/204995-pat...
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American Inventor ( TV Series 2006- ) -
IMDbY
With Peter Jones, Matt Gallant, Nick Smith, Ed Evangelista. A
panel of judges finds the next American Inventor.

imdb.com/title/tt0780195/
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Garrett Morgan - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
Garrett Augustus Morgan, Sr. (March 4, 1877 - July 27, 1963) was
an African-American inventor and community leader. His most
notable inventions included a simple ...
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